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Glass Hardness Modification by Means of Ion Implantation:
Electronic Doping versus Surface Composition Effect

Julien Idé, David Cornil, Amory Jacques, Benjamine Navet, Pierre Boulanger,
Lionel Ventelon, Roberto Lazzaroni, David Beljonne, and Jérôme Cornil*

Critical load measurements point to an improvement in the hardness of a
soda–lime glass upon nitrogen implantation. In order to determine whether
this improvement originates from electronic doping or surface composition
changes induced by ion implantation, a theoretical approach using
quantum-chemical and force-field methods combined with X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy is performed. The results indicate that neither an
electronic effect nor a lattice distortion appear to be the primary cause of the
hardness improvement. It is rather a change in the surface composition
leading to a more densely cross-linked and stiffer silica network at the top
surface of the glass which is at the origin of this improvement.

1. Introduction

Ion implantation has been widely used in industrial processes
since the beginning of the 1970s to dope semiconductors for
microelectronics applications, and later for surface treatment of
materials such as metals[1,2] and polymers.[3–5] More recently, it
has been applied to glasses to improve their optical and me-
chanical properties,[6–12] although the microscopic origin of these
improvements is still unclear. Wang et al.[11] suggested that the
surface hardening of a nitrogen-implanted soda–lime glass can
be due to the formation of nitrogen–oxygen–silicon complexes.
Their formation was evidenced by X-ray photoelectron spec-
troscopy, (XPS) but no clear evidence of their correlation with sur-
face hardening was provided. On the other hand, surface sodium
depletion, due to sputtering (nuclear stopping) or ion migration
(electronic stopping), has been also investigated,[10,12,13] though
no clear explanation of the relationship between this depletion
and surface hardening was proposed. This work stems from the
observation that the hardness of a soda–lime glass estimated by
AGCbymeasuring the critical load (technical details are provided
in Supporting Information) increases by about 9% (from 7.90 to
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8.59 N) upon implantation. A better re-
sistance to scratch has also been noticed.
Although the introduction of a significant
amount of nitrogen into a glass is known to
affect its mechanical properties by creating
significant lattice distortions,[14] this cannot
be readily expected here when considering
the very low amount of nitrogen introduced
by implantation (<0.5 at.%). Other differ-
ent processes triggered by the ion implanta-
tion might be at the origin of this improve-
ment of the mechanical properties. On one
hand, the nitrogen atoms introduced into
the silica network, either in an interstitial or
substitutional way, are expected to reshuffle

the electronic density distribution within the system and poten-
tially change its hardness; this is referred here to as a doping ef-
fect. On the other hand, the implanted ions can collide with the
atoms at the surface of the sample and eject or push them deeper
into the bulk (i.e., micro-hammering), thus changing the surface
composition and most likely the mechanical properties; this is
referred here to as surface composition effect. In this context,
we investigate through modeling whether doping and/or surface
composition effects induced by nitrogen implantation can mod-
ify the hardness of glass substrates. Since the hardnessmeasured
experimentally by critical loadmeasurements cannot be easily ap-
proached at the theoretical level, we focus here on the directly
accessible Vickers hardness and determine whether this param-
eter is likely to be affected by ion implantation. For this purpose,
we use a joint theoretical approach in which quantum-chemical
methods are used to model the structural and electronic changes
upon doping, whereas the influence of the surface composition
is studied at the force-field molecular dynamics (MD) level. XPS
measurements have been performed on soda–lime glass samples
in order to use experimental surface compositions as input for
our MD simulations.

2. Methodology

2.1. Mechanical Properties

Probing the mechanical properties implies assessing the re-
sponse of the material to an applied load. For most materials, es-
pecially for crystals, this response is anisotropic due to a specific
structural orientation at themicroscopic scale. The onlymechani-
cal parameters accounting for this anisotropy are the fourth-order
stiffness (C) and compliance (S = C−1) tensors directly involved
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in the Hooke’s law (σ = Cε), which stipulates that for small dis-
tortions, the stress (σ ) of a material is proportional to the applied
strain (ε).[15] For anisotropic materials, the stiffness tensor is usu-
ally measured by resonance-ultrasound spectroscopy, while for
isotropic materials it is more common to directly measure the
Young’s (E), bulk (B), or shear (G) moduli by fitting stress–strain
curves. It should also be noted that there is often significant vari-
ability in the values obtained when measuring those mechanical
properties. The hardness corresponds to the resistance of a ma-
terial to a localized deformation such as indentation, scratching,
cutting, or bending. The lack of a fundamental definition indi-
cates that the hardness is not a basic property of a material, but
rather a composite one with contributions frommultiple factors.
In this spirit, Chen et al. proposed in 2011[16] an empirical expres-
sion relating the Vickers hardness of a material to its bulk and
shear moduli. In order to make the connection between the elas-
tic behavior of an isotropic aggregate (polycrystalline material)
and a single crystal, Voigt and Reuss, respectively, proposed an
averaging of stiffness and compliance constants leading to an up-
per and lower limit of the bulk and shear moduli. Later, Hill has
averaged the previous two limit cases to obtain more reasonable
values.[17] In this work, the full stiffness and compliance tensors
have been calculated by fitting stress–strain curves for both ten-
sile and shear strains. To deal with the non-orthorhombic cells,
the strains have been applied in the Cartesian frame, respectively,
along the x-, y-, z-axis and in the xy-, yz-, zx-plane. The bulk and
shear moduli have then been calculated using Hill’s expression
in order to access the Vickers hardness via Chen empirical ex-
pression, as already used with oxides.[16,18–20] More details on the
calculation of themechanical properties can be found in Support-
ing Information.

2.2. Modeling the Doping Effect

The influence of doping has been investigated at the density func-
tional theory (DFT) level using 3D periodic boundary conditions
and pseudo-orbitals, as implemented in the SIESTA code.[21] A
split-valence double-ζ basis set augmented by polarization func-
tions have been used, along with standard norm-conservative
pseudo-potentials. For the exchange-correlation potential, the
generalized gradient approximation using the PBE functional is
adopted. For geometry optimizations, the �-point approximation
has been adopted. For the calculation of electronic properties
such as atomic charges, a 3 × 3 × 3 Monkhorst-Pack grid was
used. A meshcutoff of 350 Ry was used to resolve the real-space.
For each structure, the positions of the atoms were relaxed until
all the force components were smaller than 0.01 eV Å−1. Lattice
parameters have then been optimized until the components of
the stress tensor were lower than 0.01 GPa.
Glass has a mixed covalent (SiO2 network) and ionic (cations)

character. Since soda–lime glasses are typically made of at least
70% of a covalent SiO2 network, the role of electronic doping has
been assessed on pure silica-based model systems in both the
crystalline (α-quartz) and amorphous (a-SiO2) state in which the
impact of the doping of the silicon network should bemaximized.
It is emphasized that the calculations are performed on neutral
systems since the positive charges provided by the ions are ex-

Figure 1. Optimized structure of the α-quartz doped by substitution (N
→ Si, N → O) and insertion (N → I1, N → I2). The nitrogen and its first
and second neighbors are highlighted. (Si: grey; O: red; N: blue).

pected to be quickly compensated by electrons coming from the
outside world in actual experimental conditions. The size of the
unit cell was chosen in order to reproduce the experimental ni-
trogen concentration upon implantation. For a dose of 1016 ions
per square centimeter and a voltage of 35 keV, nitrogen atoms
are detected down to 300 nm in depth (see SIMS profile in Sup-
porting Information). By assuming a homogeneous dispersion of
the nitrogen atoms inside the material, simulation cells of about
3000 Å3 containing a single nitrogen atom must be adopted to
account for the experimental density of implanted atoms. For α-
quartz, a 3 × 3 × 3 supercell (243 atoms) was generated from
the unit cell extracted from the low-temperature X-ray structure
(see Figure 1.[22] Note that the nitrogen concentration in the im-
planted systems is so low that the probability for clustering of
the dopants is expected to be weak and hence is neglected here.
For a-SiO2, a cubic cell (containing the same number of atoms as
the α-quartz supercell) was generated by annealing a randomly-
distributed SiO2 sample using molecular dynamics simulations
(see details in Supporting Information). The two kinds of non-
implanted cells were then optimized at the DFT level. Since any
type of defect is likely to be generated owing to the large amount
of energy available upon implantation, several substitutional and
interstitial defects have been considered. In the case of substi-
tutional doping, two different simulation cells were prepared by
substituting either a silicon (N→Si) or an oxygen atom of the
network (N→O) by a nitrogen atom. In the case of interstitial
doping, stable positions for the nitrogen atom were searched in-
side the cavities defined at the intersection of the channels visible
along the a-, b- (equivalent by symmetry), and c- directions of the
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Figure 2. Map of the stability of interstitial positions in the ac plane of the
α-quartz crystal structure. The energy values correspond to the relative
stability of the four local minima for an interstitial nitrogen atom.

crystal structure. The preferential interstitial positions have been
located in the ac-plane of the α-quartz unit cell by computing a
potential energy surface using a nitrogen atom as a probe (see
Figure 2). The lowest two minima displayed in Figure 2 (N→I1
and N→I2) have been selected. For a-SiO2, a nitrogen atom was
positioned in the middle of a large empty space of the silica net-
work (N→I). In each case, the cell was fully optimized and its
mechanical properties calculated at the DFT level (see Support-
ing Information for more details).

2.3. Modeling the Surface Composition Effect

The influence of the surface composition on the mechani-
cal properties was investigated by means of classical force-
field calculations, in analogy with previously reported theoretical
studies.[23,24] Here, large simulation cells of soda–lime glass re-
producing the experimental compositions have been considered.
The concentration profiles of soda–lime glass samples before and
after implantation have beenmeasured by XPS and used as input
for the calculations probing the evolution of the Vickers hardness
with surface composition (i.e., hardness depth profiles).

3. Doping Effect

In the case of substitutional doping, the nitrogen atom tends to
stay at the position of the substituted atom and, thus, only slightly
distorts the network (see Figure 1). In contrast, interstitial nitro-
gen atoms tend to locally distort the silica network to take the
position of an oxygen atom (N→I1) or intercalate between an
oxygen and a silicon atom (N→I2). Note that similar defects are
observed for amorphous and crystalline silica (see Supporting In-
formation for the amorphous system). In order to evaluate the
relative stability of these defects, their formation energies were
calculated according to the following equation:

Figure 3. Formation energies of substitutional and interstitial defects in
nitrogen-doped α-quartz. The dashed vertical lines indicate the available
range for μO.

EF = EX
tot − (

E SiO2
tot − μX + μN

)
(1)

where EX
tot and E SiO2

tot correspond to the total energies of the im-
planted and non-implanted systems, respectively, and μN is the
chemical potential of a nitrogen atom (μN = μN2/2). In the case
of substitutions, the chemical potential of the substituted species
is also involved in the expression (μX = μSi or μO); otherwise, it
is assumed to be zero for insertions. Two different growth con-
ditions were considered to plot the formation energy diagram re-
ported in Figure 3, taking eitherμO = μO2/2= 0 (O-rich) orμSi =
μdiamond
Si (Si-rich) as extreme values. In the last case, μSi and μO

were related to one another viaμSiO2 = μSi + 2μO, leading to aμO

value of −5.93 eV. In both crystalline and amorphous silica, the
N → O defect is the most stable over a large range of μO. Close
to the O-rich limit (μO = 0), the N→ Si defect becomes the most
stable. Interstitial defects are less stable, especially in amorphous
silica in which substitutional defects are always more stable (see
Supporting Information). When considering the large amount of
energy provided by ion implantation, all these defects are likely
to be generated.
The Vickers hardness of each simulation cell has been esti-

mated from its bulk and shear moduli, as described in Support-
ing Information. The calculated data represented in Figure 4,
along with the corresponding experimental values for the pris-
tine systems (bulk shear and Young’s moduli have been reported
in Supporting Information). Since our calculations tend to over-
estimate the stiffness constants compared to experimental data,
the bulk modulus is also over estimated, and in turn the Vick-
ers hardness is under estimated; this has no major implications
for our study focusing on relative changes upon implantation. As
expected and corroborated by experiment, the calculations indi-
cate that the α-quartz is harder than a-SiO2, mainly because of a
large difference in the shear modulus. Similarly, crystalline silica
always displays a smaller hardness upon doping, mainly due to
the decrease in the shear modulus. The hardness variation fol-
lows the evolution of the root-mean-square deviation (see Table
S3, Supporting Information), indicating that it is sensitive to the
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Figure 4. Evolution of the Vickers hardness of crystalline (black) and amor-
phous (red) silica with the virtual doping (lines and empty circles). The
Vickers hardnesses obtained by real doping are also reported (filled sym-
bols) for comparison.

local distortion of the silica network induced by the formation
of the structural defects. For a-SiO2, this correlation is not ob-
served because the degree of distortion is negligible due to the
strong degree of amorphization of the system. In order to further
disentangle the role of structural amorphization versus charge
transfer processes associated to the doping, both pure crystalline
and amorphous cells have been virtually doped using the virtual
crystal approximation implemented in the SIESTA package.[21]

Our simplified procedure consists in removing (adding) a given
charge in the network by removing (adding) a corresponding frac-
tional positive (negative) charge on each oxygen atom and in op-
timizing the unit cell with this modified occupancy. The evolu-
tion of the hardness with the virtual doping has been reported
in Figure 4. Those calculations demonstrate that such an elec-
tronic doping process does not change the hardness of the net-
work, except for slight changes in the crystalline phase associated
with minor distortions correlated to the virtual doping process.
At this stage, we can thus conclude that the structural and elec-
tronic changes associated with the nitrogen implantation have
an impact on the mechanical properties in crystalline materials
but weakly perturbs them in amorphous silica and by extension
in soda–lime glasses in which the robustness of the network is
even more lowered by the introduction of ions (Na, K, Ca, Mg)
unable to form four chemical bonds with oxygen (i.e., network
modifiers).

4. Surface Composition

Since it is well established that the hardness can be modified by
the surface composition,[25,26] the role of this section is to quantify
this effect from the actual experimental compositions. To do so,

Figure 5. Surface composition (molar fraction of oxides) of non-
implanted (top) and implanted (bottom) soda–lime glasses.

the surface composition of non-implanted and implanted (dose:
1016 ions per square centimeter, voltage: 35 keV) soda–lime
glasses was analyzed by XPS (see Figure 5; experimental details
are provided in Supporting Information). As expected, silica
(grey bins in Figure 5) is the major component and the other
oxides appear in smaller amounts (Na2O: violet; K2O: pink; CaO:
green; and MgO: orange).These network modifiers are usually
introduced in order to lower the glass transition (�1475 K for
pure SiO2

[27]) and hence reduce the production cost. Before
implantation, the glass already displays a surface depletion
of network modifiers leading to a SiO2-rich region at the top
surface of the sample. This depletion is enhanced by nitrogen
implantation, as evidenced by the percentage of network modi-
fiers in the 15–45 nm range which drops from �27% to �21%
upon implantation. In our implantation conditions, the glass
composition is affected down to 60 nm, where the concentration
profiles of the two glasses converge toward the same bulk
composition.
The concentration profiles have been divided into 4-nm thick

layers for which amorphous simulation cells reproducing their
experimental compositions have been prepared. The prepa-
ration of our amorphous cells was carried out with MM/MD
simulations using the LAMMPS[28] package and the force-field
for binary oxides developed by Mc Cormack et al.[29] Each cell
was generated as follows: First, atoms were randomly dispersed
inside a 4-nm size cubic box (i.e., the same size as the domains
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Figure 6. Evolution with the surface composition of the Vickers hard-
ness (top) and percentage of non-bridging oxygens (bottom) in the non-
implanted (black) and implanted (blue) soda–lime glasses.

within which the experimental compositions were averaged).
The number of atoms was chosen in order to respect a given
experimental composition and to obtain a starting density of
2.2 g cm−3 (experimental density of amorphous silica at room
temperature). After minimization, an NVT simulation was per-
formed. The sample was heated to 6000 K to obtain a liquid and
then cooled (10 K ps−1) down to 300 K to generate an amorphous
glass. Finally, the density of the glass was equilibrated for 200 ps
at 300 K by running an isotropic NPT simulation. For each
experimental composition, the previous procedure was repeated
ten times to produce different amorphous models matching
the same composition. More details about the validation of the
generated amorphous structures are provided in Supporting
Information. The evolution of the hardness with the composition
was then assessed by calculating the hardness in each layer, be-
fore and after implantation. The corresponding hardness profiles
are shown in Figure 6, top. The degree of polymerization of the
silica network was also followed by calculating the percentage of
non-bridging oxygens (NBO), that is, oxygen atoms not bonded
to two silicon atoms, within each simulation cell (Figure 6,
bottom). It is worth noticing that without any treatment, the
soda–lime glass is already harder at the surface; this is correlated
to the surface depletion in network modifiers favoring the silica
network polymerization and hence increasing the hardness.
By amplifying the surface depletion of network modifiers, the
implantation leads to a further increase in the hardness by about
1 GPa in the 15–45 nm range. Consistently, the NBO abundance
is systematically lower in the implanted material, reflecting a
more densely cross-linked and stiffer silica network.
The composition effect was further investigated on theoretical

models of binary mixtures made of silica and Na2O, K2O, CaO,
MgO, or Al2O3 in order to assess the influence of the different ox-
ides forming a glass on its stiffness. The molar fraction of silica

Figure 7. Evolution of the Young’s modulus of binary mixtures with the
SiO2 molar fraction.

was varied from 0.8 to 1.0, and for each composition, themechan-
ical properties of the mixture were calculated. In order to reduce
the computational effort, the shear strains were not considered,
allowing thus access to the stiffness (Young’s modulus) but not
to the Vickers hardness. The stiffness profiles of the model bi-
narymixtures are reported inFigure 7. Adding networkmodifiers
(Na2O, K2O, CaO, orMgO) to silica rapidly decreases the stiffness
of the mixture, while it is maintained when adding Al2O3. This
behavior is not surprising, since Al2O3 is known to be an interme-
diate oxide contributing to the formation of the covalent network
of glasses. The impact of K2O and Na2O are themost detrimental
in terms of stiffness. Since ion implantation mainly reduces the
surface concentration of Na2O in our glasses and the stiffness is
reduced by its presence, it is consistent to observe a significant
increase in the mechanical properties at the surface of our glass
upon ion implantation.

5. Conclusions

Since the 1990s, it is known that ion implantation can modify
surface composition of a glass (sodium migration) and improve
its hardness. The lack of a microscopic understanding of the
processes leading to this improvement motivated the present
study focusing on nitrogen implantation on a soda–lime glass.
The impact of the formation of local nitrogen-based defects and
electronic doping has been investigated at the DFT level. Our
results show that the formation of local structural defects tends
to reduce the hardness of the material when starting from a
crystalline structure and that this effect is strongly attenuated
in amorphized systems such as glasses; similarly, the purely
electronic process of doping has no impact on amorphous
materials. Accordingly, we quantified next the effect of changes
induced in the surface composition by ion implantation, using
XPS measurements as input for classical force-field simulations.
Our results demonstrate that ion implantation enhances the
surface depletion of network modifiers, which is already present
in the non-implanted glass, and favors the polymerization of the
silica network at the surface of the glass. This improvement in
the degree of polymerization of the silica network at the surface
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is found to be the primary reason for an increase in the Vickers
hardness of the glass and for changes evidenced by critical load
measurements.
Although the doping has no significant effect on the hardness

of soda-lime glasses, the picture might be different for alumino-
silica glasses in which alumina contributes to the formation of
the covalent network of the glass. The changes in the surface
composition of alumino-silica glasses upon ion implantation are
also expected to be different from those in soda-lime glasses con-
sidering the different sodium and calciumdiffusionmechanisms
at high temperature.[30] Assessing the role of the doping and sur-
face composition changes induced by ion implantation on the
hardness of alumino-silica glasses will be the focus of future in-
vestigations.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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